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While iZotope’s professional audio software products are 
considered core components of many music and film/TV 
post-production studios, the company recently opened a stu-

dio to expand upon one of its own core tenets: education. 
iZotope, based in Cambridge, Mass., recently built two studios—a 

mastering/critical-listening environment and a mixing/production con-
trol room—designed specifically for educational programs and product 
testing. Jonathan Wyner, an audio engineer since 1983, was hired last year 
to be the studio’s education director. (Wyner had been consulting with 
iZotope for the previous 10 years.)

“I was asked to lead the studio design project, to build the new studio fa-
cilities and offices here, about two-and-a-half years ago, and I was hired as 
education director last year,” Wyner says. He was put in charge of building 
the studio from the ground-up. Wyner hired renowned acoustician Fran 
Manzella to design the rooms. “I contacted Fran based on his excellent work 
and reputation to design the studio,” Wyner says. “How many times do you 
get to be involved with building a studio on this level? For me, exactly twice.”

That first time was when he designed his own studio, M Works, also in 
Cambridge, back in 1991, where Wyner is also chief mastering engineer. 
“It’s a great joy and pleasure to build a new studio, especially in this day 
and age when rooms are closing as opposed to opening.”

The two studios opened in April 2015. The mastering suite is roughly 
550 square feet, and the control room is approximately 450 square feet, 

with a 250-square-foot acoustic recording/
capture space. 

According to Wyner, the design princi-
ples of the studios were that they must have 
superlative acoustics and monitoring; they 
must be neutral, quiet, accurate, revealing 
and pleasant environments to be in, and 
they had to have the flexibility to host vari-
ous workflows and uses, including product 
design, evaluation, development and test-
ing; sound design; and hosting community 
and educational events.

The studio is also an employee perk—the 
staff is allowed to use the space during eve-
nings and weekends to work on their per-
sonal projects.

“It’s been a fantastic addition to the 
company,” Wyner says. “It’s like when you 
build a new kitchen in your house: You 
think, ‘How did I ever cook before this?’ It’s 
also great for me to see all the employees 
in the company understand what it means 

to have a great studio. Seeing that kind of awareness is really satisfying.”
Both studios have Avid S3 control surfaces. Monitors include PMC MB2S 

and LB1, Lipinski L-707s, and JL Fathom f113 subs; DAWs include Pro Tools 
and Sequoia (they use many others to test for product compatibility); and 
outboard gear includes Dangerous Compressor, Manley Variable Mu, Req-
uisite L2M, Pendulum OCL-2 with custom sidechain filters, Sontec MES 432 
mastering EQ, SPL Iron compressor, Empirical Labs Distressors, and Burl 
Summing Amp. They also have KVM switching solutions from IHSE and 
networked audio via Ravenna and the Merging Horus Converters.

“We’ve gotten requests from schools all over the world to hold events 
for educational purposes,” Wyner says. “But most of the projects we host 
are within reach of the local community, and by that I mean within 150 to 
200 miles of our campus.” Activities range from hosting local AES chap-
ter events and music/audio tech programs for area schools to networking 
gatherings and the company’s brand-new iZotope Mastering Academy.

The Mastering Academy, held for the first time last year, hosted eight 
participants from countries around the world. The students studied, 
practiced, were mentored and received feedback over the course of three 
days. iZotope chose eight students based on their level of experience, as 
the Mastering Academy was designed to be expert-level training.

“The reason that we did it is the opportunity to be mentored by expe-
rienced professionals is something that has been disappearing, for a lot of 
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K
RK, now owned by Gibson, 
has revamped the Rokit 
line of speakers to include 
two new models: the Rokit 

4 two-way, and the largest of the series, 
the Rokit 10-3 G3, tested here. 

This third-generation 10-3 features 
a 1-inch soft-dome tweeter, 4-inch mid-
range driver and a 10-inch glass-Aramid 
composite woofer. The tri-amped system 
offers 148 watts of total power with 30W 
going to the tweeter, 32W for the mid-
range, and 86W of low-frequency power. 
All of this power brings 110dB of SPL, 
which is plenty for most applications. 

The front-ported, magnetically shield-
ed MDF cabinets weigh 26.5 pounds and 
are 14.4x12.8x21.5 inches, so a sturdy 
and sizable stand is recommended for 
midfield use. Inputs are balanced XLR 
and TRS, or an unbalanced RCA. Other 
rear-mounted controls include system volume (-30 dB to +6 dB); 
high-frequency level (-2 dB, -1 dB, 0, +1 dB); and low-frequency level 
(-2 dB, -1 dB, 0, +2 dB). The midrange/tweeter module can be rotat-
ed so the speakers can be oriented on their sides. 

INTO MY STUDIOS
I’ve been using KRK speakers now for at least 20 years, and the 
new Rokits are a great addition to the KRK family. They feature 
a full-bodied sound from top to bottom, both loud and soft. 
When I first got the pair, I set them up in my home studio. I 
have a tight setup, and my desk is small and close. I used them 
at a low level most of the time and could hear the clarity of the 
highs and the bass at a decent level. I had to stand up and move 
back a few feet to hear them at a properly loud level.

Next I took them to Blackbird Studios here in Nashville where 
they sat on top of an API Legacy Plus console. I spread them out 
and also had another set of speakers that I often use in the stu-
dio. This was not such a fair test because they both sounded dif-
ferent in their own ways, but the 10-3 G3s held up pretty well. I 
might add that the other speakers were about $4,000 more than 
the 10-3 G3s and didn’t sound that much better.

The 10-3 G3’s top end is smooth and not 
brittle, and the bottom end is tight. Two 
things that I found lacking are punch and 
power when compared to my other speak-
ers. I had both EQ settings on the back at 
normal, and the level knob was turned up 
halfway. I estimate that they were shy in the 
lower midrange from around 250 Hz up to 
around 1 kHz. The 10-3 G3s sounded a bit 
softer in those areas than what I’m used 
to. Also, because of their size, when you 
put them on top of a console, you, the lis-
tener, are just about level with the woofer, 
meaning you need to stand to be level with 
the tweeter and hear them properly. This is 
where the optional side orientation would 
work very well.

CONCLUSIONS
I think the Rokit 10-3 G3 would work great 
in a home or professional studio if they sat 

on stands that could get low enough so the tweeter would be at ear 
level, or in their optional side orientation. For the price, they are in-
credible, and I’m sure you will love them!   n

Steve Marcantonio is a Grammy Award–nominated, Nashville-based 

engineer who has worked with Vince Gill, Reba McEntire, Taylor 

Swift, Band Perry and Thomas Rhett. He was voted Top Engineer at 

the 2007 ACM Awards. 

KRK ROKIT 10-3 G3 STUDIO MONITORS
Three-way, Tri-amped System Offers Multiple Inputs, High SPL

Tech // reviews
By Steve Marcantonio

TRY THIS
When placing larger midfield monitors 

on a console-top, experiment with 
orienting the monitors on their sides 
with tweeters in, then tweeters out. 

Depending on the size of the room and 
the distance of the speakers from the 

listener, the results can be remarkably 
different. Pick the orientation that gives 

you the best stereo picture from your 
listening position. 
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PRODUCT SUMMARY 

COMPANY: KRK Systems
PRODUCT: Rokit 10-3 G3
WEBSITE: krksys.com
PRICE: $499 each
PROS: Rotating midrange module  
allows for side orientation.
CONS: A bit shy in the 250 Hz to  
1 kHz range.

 The Rokit 10-3 G3 features XLR, TRS and RCA 
inputs plus System, HF and LF level control.
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reasons, including the fact that the studio economy has been in decline 
for some time,” Wyner says. “When I first started in a mastering facility, I 
was mentored for five years before I went off on my own. It’s much harder 
to find those scenarios now, so this was an opportunity to offer a taste of 
this, where attendees could come in to a superlative listening environ-
ment and get feedback on their work, see demonstrations, and provide at 
least a taste of that kind of direct contact.

“A lot of people are trying to learn from resources like YouTube vid-
eos,” Wyner continues, “and it’s really hard to figure out what informa-
tion is good and what is not. It’s not the same as being able to turn to 
someone in the same room and say, ‘Listen to this, let’s talk about it.’ That 
was really the impetus for the Mastering Academy.”

Wyner is the main instructor for the Academy and was assisted by Brad-
ford Swanson, an accomplished educator in his own right. (Wyner is also an 
associate professor of music production and engineering at Berklee College 
of Music in Boston.)

“We’re just starting to ramp up activities here,” Wyner says. “Education 
has always been a core value of the company, but it hasn’t been expressed 
with some of these kinds of activities before. We’re still in development. 
Our intention is to repeat the Mastering Academy on an annual basis.”

The studio is also used for product testing—both iZotope’s own prod-
ucts and its competitors. “We test competitor’s products to figure out why 
people like a certain product, for example,” Wyner says. 

Beyond having high-quality monitors and great acoustics, it was im-

portant for Wyner to have the switching capability with audio and video 
and the proper connectivity. “KVM and the Ravenna network gives us so 
much flexibility to deploy really high-quality audio, and it allows access to 
any machine from any room.” 

Though Wyner is only about a year into his position as education di-
rector at iZotope, he has been working as a consultant for the company 
for the past 10 years. He initially become involved with the company when 
he discovered that iZotope’s offices were about seven or eight blocks from 
his mastering studio, where he’s worked with the likes of James Taylor, 
David Bowie, Aerosmith, Aimee Mann, London Symphony, Miles Davis, 
Semisonic, Thelonius Monk, Pink Floyd, Cream, Bruce Springsteen and 
Nirvana. “You have to remember, this was at a time when the idea of mas-
tering software was not so common,” Wyner says. “I thought some of the 
software available was suboptimal. I decided to pick up the phone and call 
the company, and I said, ‘Hey, I’m down the street, can we sit down and 
talk?’ I didn’t expect anything to happen, but they invited me to lunch and 
said, ‘Tell us about everything you think should be improved.’ They were 
very open-minded and very interested in giving people something that 
was very useful to them.

“I think one of [iZotope’s] primary motivations is to build something 
that will help people do better quality work, and that includes educating 
them as well,” Wyner continues. “Education has been embraced as a sep-
arate activity, it’s about helping people do better work and be happier in 
their work. It’s really fun to be involved with that here.”   n
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